Stack-taker: Jenn/Nadia
Facilitator: Nadia/Jenn

I. Introductions: E-board and everyone

II. Handout and PowerPoint presentation
   1. What the GSA is/what we do/what reps do?
   2. How we usually run our meetings

III. Anyone interested in becoming a rep?
    For new reps, please email your department and get confirmation that you can represent
    them, then come to GSA meeting and get voted in.
    E-board + returning reps vote this time. Motion passes unanimously and approves 4 reps.
    i. Diana Powell (Astronomy),
    ii. Emily Reisman (Environmental Studies)
    iii. Jessica Perce-Cunnigham (MCD Bio)
    iv. Tuwin Lam (EE)

IV. Break into small groups

V. Come back, ask reps to fill out question, “What should the GSA’s number one
   goal/priority be this year to help improve support for graduate students?”

VI. Open committee spots: contact Whitney

VII. **Clean up and go home!**